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MIXED GROUPS

PAUL HILL AND CHARLES MEGIBBEN

Abstract. As the culmination of a series of several papers, we establish here

a combinatorial characterization of Warfield groups (that is, direct summands

of simply presented abelian groups) in terms of knice subgroups—a refinement

of the concept of nice subgroup appropriate to the study of groups containing

elements of infinite order. Central to this theory is the class of k-groups, those

in which 0 is a knice subgroup, and the proof that this class is closed under

the formation of knice isotype subgroups. In particular, a direct summand of

a k-group is a fc-group. As an application of our Axiom 3 characterization of

Warfield groups, we prove that fc-groups of cardinality N[ have sequentially

pure projective dimension < 1 ; or equivalently, if H is a knice isotype sub-

group of the Warfield group G with \G/H\ = Nj , then H is itself a Warfield
group.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we provide the long-promised proof of the Axiom 3 character-

ization of global Warfield groups first sketched in our Colorado Springs lectures

[HM5]. Much of the technical groundwork for this development appeared in

our Oberwolfach lectures [HM4]. In broad outline, the ideas underlying this

characterization are by now fairly well known. This is particularly true in view

of our previous publication [HM2] of the p-local version of the theory. It

is convenient to assume at the outset that all groups are abelian. Recall that

a simply presented group is one that can be given in terms of generators and

relations in such a manner that the relations involve at most two generators,

and that a Warfield group is defined to be a direct summand of a simply pre-

sented (mixed) group. Most of the theory of Warfield groups, however, was

developed by Hunter, Richman and Walker [HRW1, HRW2, HR] using an
alternative definition; to wit, a mixed group G is called a Warfield group pro-

vided it contains a nice decomposition basis X such that G/(X) is a totally

projective group. This latter approach has two notable advantages. Firstly, it

yields rather quickly via the Hill-Walker theorem the uniqueness theorem for

Warfield groups (although some set-theoretical gymnastics with decomposition

bases are required); and secondly, it leads rather naturally to an existence the-
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ory for these groups. However, part of the price paid for this approach is that

closure under direct summands is no longer automatic and, in fact, becomes

a major problem. Warfield [W] had earlier suggested, in the spirit of Hill's

characterization of totally projective p-groups [HI], the possibility of an Ax-

iom 3 characterization for direct summands of simply presented groups, but he

obtained a satisfactory result only in the rank 1 case. One should understand

that there are several reasons for desiring such a characterization. For example,

it would provide a basis for a more natural proof, via finite extensions, of the

uniqueness theorem. More importantly, the combinatorial techniques that arise

from Axiom 3 characterizations could be applied to the study of subgroups of

Warfield groups, and equivalence theorems such as that of [HM1] would likely

give further insight into the structure of isotype subgroups of simply presented

groups. In fact, our Axiom 3 approach to p-local Warfield groups in [HM2

and HM7] has largely fulfilled these expectations. However, the desirability of

such an approach and the availability of the general outline notwithstanding,

the transition from /7-local to global Warfield groups is by no means routine

(for example, constrast the treatment of the summand problem in [HRW1 and

AHR]). Accordingly we found it helpful to deal first with torsion-free groups

[HM3]. In spite of the fact that in this context simply presented groups are com-

pletely decomposable and hence seemingly of transparent structure, our concept

of primitive element and of evaluated coproduct (first introduced for p-local

groups in [HM2]) have shed light on questions dating back to Baer's fundamen-

tal paper [B]. For example, in a torsion-free separable group G, the subgroup

(xi) © • •• © (x„) is a *-valuated coproduct with the x, 's primitive in G if

and only if (xx)t © • • • © (xn)* is a direct summand of G. Furthermore, even

though an Axiom 3 characterization of completely decomposable groups might

seem on the surface a frivolous exercise, we point to [DR and HM6] as illustra-
tions of interesting consequences of this characterization. A general equivalence

theorem for pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups has yet to be

established, but a special case is settled in [HM9] and these ideas have led to

a solution in [HM8] of an old problem concerning the equivalence of different

free resolutions of a given group (Problem 36 in [Fl]).

The central idea on which this paper rests is the formulation of a suitable no-

tion of "knice subgroup" (see the definition at the beginning of §3). The global

mixed groups satisfying Axiom 3 with respect to these subgroups are precisely

the global Warfield groups. In contrast to the fact that 0 is always a nice sub-

group, we remark that 0 being a knice subgroup of G has nontrivial structural

consequences. Indeed we reserve the term k-group for groups in which 0 is a

knice subgroup. The underlying intuition is that a Ac-group has local decomposi-

tion bases in the sense that each finitely generated subgroup is a finite extension

of a special sort of free-valuated group. The exact definition of kniceness will

depend on the auxiliary notions of primitive element and evaluated coprod-

uct. As indicated earlier, the appropriate definitions of these concepts for the

global case appeared in [HM4]; the remainder of this introductory section is

largely devoted to a recapitulation of the salient facts from the paper just cited.

However, in this introduction, we also include some new results. For exam-

ple, Proposition 1.7 contains an alternative characterization of knice subgroups

that has not heretofore appeared, and Proposition 1.9 is a specialization of this

result to subgroups that are both knice and isotype.
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We first establish the notation that will be in effect throughout this paper,

deferring to [HM4] for a more detailed discussion. We let ¿fœ denote the

class of ordinals with the symbol oo adjoined as a maximum element, and we

adopt the convention that oo < oo. By an abstract height, we mean a sequence

5 = (Sp)p€r where P denotes the set of rational primes and each sp is an element

of ¿foo • With each element x of a mixed group G, we associate its height \x\ =

(\x\p)per where \x\p is the p-height of x as computed in G. We also associate

with each jc e G its height matrix \\x\\, the doubly infinite Px co matrix having

\p'x\p as its (p, i) entry. Occasionally we shall affix a subscript to ||a:|| in
order to emphasize the particular group in which heights are computed. More

generally, we consider abstract height matrices M = [mp t ¡\p t ,)€pXÛ) with entries

from cfœ and with the condition mpj < mpj+x satisfied for all p and all i.

We write Mp to denote the p-row of the height matrix M, and thus ||x||p is the

sequence i\plx\p)i<w . Allowing positive integers to operate on abstract height

matrices in the obvious manner, we have w||.x|| = ||/uc|| for all positive integers

n and all x £ G. The order structure of cf^ , of course, induces in a point-wise

fashion lattice relations < and A on the classes of heights and height matrices.

Two height matrices M and M' are said to be quasi-equivalent, and we write

M ~ M', provided there exist positive integers m and n such that mM' > M

and nM > M'. Notice that M ~ M' implies that Mp = M'p for all but
finitely many primes p. With each height matrix M and each mixed group

G, we associate the fully invariant subgroups G(M) = {x £ G: \\x\\ > M}

and G(M*) = (x £ G(M): \\x\\ * M). (In order to accommodate nonreduced

groups, we make a slight exception to the last definition, namely, if M is quasi-

equivalent to the height matrix with all entries oo, then we take G(M*) to be

the maximal torsion subgroup of G(M).) For each prime p and each sequence

oí = (oti)i<(o in ¿foo with a, < a¡+x for all i, we define G(a*, p) to be that

subgroup generated by those elements x £ G such that \p'x\p > a¡ for all i

and \p'x\p ^ a¡ for infinitely many values of z. Finally, for each height matrix

M and each prime p , we let G(M*, p) = G(M) n [G(M") + G(M*p , p)].

Definition 1.1. An element x of the mixed group G is said to be a primitive

element if, for each positive integer n , each height matrix M and each prime

p, nx £ G(M*, p) implies either ||x|| •* M or \p'nx\p ^ mpi for infinitely

many values of i.

Observe that primitive elements have infinite order. Also, for any positive

integer n, the element x is primitive if and only if nx is primitive (Proposition

2.2 of [HM4]).
If (Aj)j€[ is a family of independent subgroups of the group G, then the

direct sum A = 0/6/ A¡ is said to be a valuated coproduct in G provided that

\a\ = /\,e/ \u¡\ whenever a = ¿^^¡a, with a¡ £ A¡. An equivalent formulation

of this concept is that A n G(M) = 0ie/(^; n G(M)) for all height matrices

M.

Definition 1.2. Let (A);e/ be a family of independent subgroups of the mixed

group G. We say that A = 0/6/ A, is a evaluated coproduct in G provided

that A n F = é)ieM< n F) for a11 fully mvariant F of the form G(M),
G(M'), G(a*, p), or G(M*, p).

If A = 0¡e/^, is a valuated coproduct in G and if (B¡)ieI is a family of
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subgroups such that A¡/B¡ is torsion for all i and B = 0/e/ B¡ is a evaluated

coproduct in G, then it can be shown that A = Q)i€lA¡ itself is a evaluated

coproduct. The proof depends on the fundamental fact that if g £ G(M) and

if, for some positive integer n , ng £ G(nM*, p), then g £ G(M*, p). In

order to place these new concepts in a context that may be more familiar to the

reader, we recall that a subset X = (x,),e/ of elements of infinite order in the

mixed group G is said to be a decomposition basis if G/(X) is a torsion group

and (X) = 0¡e/(x;) is a valuated coproduct in G. It is not difficult to show

that if X = (x,)i€i is a decomposition basis for G, then each x¡ is a primitive

element of G and that (X) = 0,e/(x,) is indeed a *-valuated coproduct. In the
next proposition, we collect from [HM4] a list of those properties of primitive

elements and *-valuated coproducts that we shall most frequently use in the

present paper.

Proposition 1.3. (1) If x is a primitive element of the mixed group G with

\\x\\ = M and if y is contained in the coset x + G(M*), then y is also a

primitive element and there is a positive integer n such that \\ny\\ = \\nx\\.

(2) Suppose A = B © (x) is a evaluated coproduct in the mixed group G

with x a primitive element. If y = z + x where z £ B and \\y\\ = \\x\\, then y
is a primitive element and A = B © (y) is a evaluated coproduct.

(3) If x = xx+x2-\-lxn where C = (xx)®(x2)<B■ ■ -®(xn) isa evaluated

coproduct in the mixed group G and the x¡ 's are mutually quasi-equivalent

primitive elements, then x is a primitive element of G if and only if, for each

prime p, there is some s < œ and some i < n such that \\psx\\p = \\psx¡\\p .

(4) Suppose that both A © (yi ) and B = A © (xx) © • • • © (xm) are evaluated

coproducts in the mixed group G where yx and all the x¡ 's are primitive el-

ements. If yx £ B, then there exist primitive elements y2, ... , ym such that

B' = A® (yx) © (V2) © • • • © (ym) is a evaluated coproduct with B/B' finite.

Parts (1), (2) and (4) of Proposition 1.3 are, respectively, Proposition 2.4,

Proposition 2.6, and Theorem 2.10 of [HM4]; while (3) is established in the
discussion immediately following the proof of Lemma 2.8 of that paper.

Corollary 1.4. Suppose that both (yx) © • • • © (ym) and C = (xx) © ■ • • © (x„)

are evaluated coproducts in the mixed group G where the x¡ 's and y¡ 's are all

primitive elements. If all the yj s are contained in C, then there exist primitive

elements zx, ... , zk with k = n - m such that C = (yx) © • • • © (ym) © (zx) ©

• • • © (zk) is a evaluated coproduct with C/C finite.

Proof. By induction on m . The case m = 1 follows immediately from Propo-

sition 1.3(4) with A = 0. Assume that the result holds for m-1 . Then applying

Proposition 1.3(4) with A = (yx)®- ■ ©(ym-i), we obtain a *-valuated coprod-

uct C = (yx) © • ■ • © (ym-i) © (y'm) © (zx) © • • • © (zk) where y'm is a nonzero

multiple of y m , C/C is finite and the elements zx, ... , zk are primitive. The

Seesaw Lemma, Proposition 2.7 in [HM4], allows us to replace y'm by ym at

the expense of replacing zx , ... , zk by nonzero multiples of themselves.

The paper [HM4] also contains a new definition of global niceness, namely,

H is a nice subgroup of the group G if, for all primes p and all ordinals a, the

cokernel of the canonical map (paG + H)/H —> pa(G/H) contains no element

of order p. If G is a torsion group, this condition reduces to the familiar

equation pa(G/H) = (paG + H)/H for all p and a . But for mixed groups,
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a larger class of nice subgroups is obtained than under the older definition via

localization [HR]. In particular, under this new dispensation cyclic subgroups

are nice and, more generally, if A = (xx) © • • ■ © (xn) is a valuated coproduct

in G, then A is a nice subgroup of G (see Theorem 1.8 of [HM4]). For a
subgroup H with G/H torsion, H is nice under one definition if and only

if it is nice under the other. In the present paper, we shall use exclusively the

definition of nice subgroup given above.

Definition 1.5. A subgroup A of the mixed group G is said to be a knice

subgroup provided the following two conditions are satisfied:

( 1 ) A is a nice subgroup of G.

(2) If S is a finite subset of G, then there is a finite collection of primitive

elements xx, ... , xm in G such that A' = A © (xx) © • • • © (xm) is a evaluated

coproduct in G with (S,A')/A' finite.

The most important facts concerning knice subgroups are summarized in our

next proposition. As indicated below, all these results are proved in detail in

[HM4].

Proposition 1.6. (I) If A is a knice subgroup of the mixed group G and if A'

is a subgroup of G with A'/A finite, then A' is a knice subgroup of G.

(2) If A' = A © (xi ) © • • • © (xm) is a evaluated coproduct in the mixed group

G where A is a knice subgroup of G and the x¡ 's are primitive elements of G,

then A' is a knice subgroup of G.

(3) If A is a knice subgroup of the mixed group G and if S is an arbitrary

finite subset of G, then there is a knice subgroup A' of G such that A' 3 (S, A)

and A'/A is finitely generated.
(4) If A is a knice subgroup of the mixed group G and if B/A is a knice

subgroup of the quotient group G/A, then B is a knice subgroup of G.

Parts (1), (2), and (4) of Proposition 1.6 are, respectively, Theorem 3.2, 3.3,

and 3.7 of [HM4]; and obviously (3) is a consequence of (1) and (2), together

with Definition 1.5.
Recollect that we call G a k-group if 0 is a knice subgroup. If A is a knice

subgroup of G, then it turns out not surprisingly that G/A is a Ac-group. We

shall, in fact, frequently need a characterization of a knice subgroup A of G

that places emphasis on properties of the quotient group G/A .

Proposition 1.7. Let A be a subgroup of the mixed group G. Then A is a knice
subgroup of G if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(1) The quotient group G/A isa k-group.

(2) A is a nice subgroup of G.

(3) To each g £ G there corresponds a positive integer n such that the coset

ng + A contains an element x such that \\x\\g = \\ng + A\\G/A .

Proof. First suppose A is a knice subgroup of the mixed group G. Then (2)

holds by definition and (3) follows by Lemma 3.6 of [HM4]. To prove (1) it

clearly suffices to establish the following: If A © (xx ) © • • • © (xm) is a evaluated

coproduct with the x¡'s primitive elements in G,then (xx +/!)©•• -®(xm+A) is

a evaluated coproduct with the x, + A 's primitive elements in G/A . We begin

by observing, under these hypotheses, that (xx+A)®---® (xm + A) is at least a

valuated coproduct in G/A . Indeed suppose that, for some choice of integers
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tx, ... , tm and for some prime p, (txxx + ■■■ + tmxm) + A is an element of

pa(G/A). By (3) there is a Ac < a» and a positive integer n prime to p such that

pkn(txxx-\-\-tmxm) is in pa+kG+A, and therefore by (2) n(txxx-\-\-tmxm)

is in paG + A . Since A © (xx) © • • • © (xm) is a valuated coproduct and n is

prime to p , it follows that each 7,x, is in pQG and a fortiori each t¡Xi + A is in

pa(G/A). Next note that (3) has the following routine consequence: If g + A is

in (G/A)(M*, p), then there is some positive integer n , depending on g , such

that ng £ G(nM*, p) + A. From this and the fact that A © (x¡) is a *-valuated

coproduct, it quickly follows that each x, + A is a primitive element of G/A .

Furthermore if (txxx + ■ ■ ■ + tmxm) + A is in (G/A)(M*, p), then there is a

positive integer n such that n(txxx -\-+ tmxm) belongs to G(nM*, p) + A

and, because A(B(xi)(B---®(xm) isa *-valuated coproduct, we have nt¡x¡ + A

in (G/A)(nM*, p) for each i = I, ... , m. But since (xx + A) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (xm + A)

is a valuated coproduct in G/A , we also have t¡x¡ + A £ (G/A)(M) for each

i and therefore, by an earlier observation, we actually have each t¡x¡ + A in

(G/A)(M*, p), as desired. The corresponding verifications for subgroups of the

form (G/A)(M*) and (G/A)(a*, p) are similar, and hence we conclude that

(xi + A) © • • • © (xm + A) is indeed a evaluated coproduct.

Conversely, let us assume that A is a subgroup of the mixed group G with

conditions (1), (2), and (3) satisfied. Then, given any finite subset S of G, we

need to exhibit primitive elements xx, ... , xm such that A' = A © (xi ) © • • • ©

(xm) is a *-valuated coproduct in G with (S, A')¡A' finite. But by (1) we at

least have a direct sum A' = A © (xi ) © • • • © (xn) such that (S, A')/A' is finite,

the elements x¡ + A are primitive in G/A and (xx+A)®---®(xm+A) isa *-

valuated coproduct in the quotient group G/A . Since none of these conditions

will be changed if the x, 's are replaced by nonzero multiplies of themselves,

condition (3) allows us to assume that ||x,||c = ||x, + A\\G/A for i = I, ... , m.
This last assumption quickly leads to the conclusion that each x, is a primitive

element of G (see, for example, the proof of Lemma 3.6 in [HM4]). It also

yields the fact that A © (xi ) © • • • © (xm ) is a valuated coproduct in G. Then

suppose a + txxx -\-h tmxm £ G(M*, p), where a £ A . We need to show that

each t¡x¡ is in G(M*, p). But since (xi + A) © • • • © (xm + A) is a *-valuated

coproduct, we at least have z,x, + A £ (G/A)(M*, p) for i = 1, 2, ... , m . By

the primitivity of x,+ A , this implies that either ||i,x/|| = ||Z,x, + A\\ f M or

\Pkt¡Xi\p = \pktiXi + A\p ^ mp<k for infinitely many values of Ac < co. In either

case, t¡Xi £ G(M*, p), as desired. Once again, the verifications for subgroups

of the form G(M*) and G(a*, p) are similar, and thus A © (xi) © • • • © (xm)

is a *-valuated coproduct.

Remark 1.8. Let A be a subgroup of the mixed group G such that conditions

(2) and (3) of Proposition 1.7 are satisfied. If H © (xi) © ■ ■ • © (xm) is a *-

valuated coproduct in G where the x, 's are primitive elements and ACH,

then H/A <s(xx+A)®---® (xm + A) is a evaluated coproduct and the x, + A's
are primitive in G/A . Indeed this follows from a slight modification of the first

half of the proof of Proposition 1.7.
Following Warfield [W], we say that a short exact sequence 0 —> A —> B —»

C —> 0 is sequentially pure if, for each height matrix M, the induced sequence

0 -> A(M) —> B(M) —> C(M) —» 0 is also exact. A subgroup H of a mixed
group G will be called a sequentially pure subgroup provided the canonical
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induced short exact sequence 0 —►//—► G —> G/H —> 0 is sequentially pure.

Clearly H is sequentially pure in G if and only if H is isotype in G and

(G/H)(M) = (G(M) + H)/H for every height matrix M.

Proposition 1.9. Let H be a subgroup of the mixed group G. Then H is isotype

and knice in G if and only if G/H is a k-group and H is sequentially pure in

G.

Proof. Suppose H is a sequentially pure subgroup of G. Then not only is H

isotype in G, but obviously H is also a nice subgroup of G since pa(G/H) =

(paG + H)/H for all primes p and all ordinals a. Thus if G/H is also a Ac-

group, then H will be a knice subgroup of G by Proposition 1.7. Conversely,

let us assume that H is both isotype and knice in G. That G/H is a Ac-group

follows from Proposition 1.7, and it remains only to show that H is sequentially

pure in G. Towards this end, suppose g + H £ (G/H)(M) for some height

matrix M. Then (3) of the preceding proposition tells us that there is a positive

integer n such that ng e G(nM) + H. Since, however, HnnG = nH, we can

write g + hx = y + gx where hx £ H, y £ G(M) and gx £ G[n]. But then
gx +H £ (G/H)(M) and hence we may assume without loss of generality that g

has finite order. In fact, resolving g into its primary components, we need only

deal with the situation where g + H £ (G/H)(M) and pkg = 0 for some prime

p and some Ac < ca. In this special case, we show that g = z + h where h £ H,

pkz = 0, and \p'z\p > mpj for i < k . We proceed by induction on 7c, and

thus assume that the desired conclusion holds for Ac - 1. Since H is both nice

and isotype in G, it is routine to see that pa(G/H)[p] = (paG[p] + H)/H for

all ordinals a . Consequently, pk~xg £ (paG)[p] + H, where a = mpk_x and

it is easily seen that we can write g = zn + ho + g', where |p'zo|p > mpj for

z < Ac - 1, pkz0 = 0, h0 £ H, and pk~xg' = 0. But then g' + H = g-z0 + H

is in (G/H)(M) and, by our inductive assumption, we have g' = z' + h', where

h' £ H, pk~xz' = 0, and \p'z'\p > mPti for i < k - I. Taking z = zo + z'

and h = ho + h', we have the desired representation of g .

Corollary 1.10. If the subgroup H is both knice and pure in G, then pa(G/H) =

(paG + H)/H for all primes p and all ordinals a .

Proof. Let g + H be an element of pa(G/H). Exploiting the kniceness and

purity of H, as in the preceding proof, we reduce considerations to the case

where g has finite order. Since paG contains all elements having finite order

prime to p , we may further assume that g has order a power of p . In this

special case, the desired conclusion follows from the fact that H is a nice

subgroup of G.

2. Subgroups of Ac-groups

In this section, we prove that any knice isotype subgroup of a Ac-group is

itself a Ac-group. In particular, direct summands of Ac-groups are once again

Ac-groups. Although not needed in subsequent parts of this paper, we include

a proof that direct summands of groups with decomposition bases also have

decomposition bases. In fact, the transition from the summand theorem for

Ac-groups to the summand theorem for groups with decomposition bases is little

more than an application of Kaplansky's classical result on summands of direct

sums of countable groups. Our purely group-theoretical proof of this theorem
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may be welcomed as an alternative approach to the abstract proof in [AHR]

via the global Azumaya theorem. (We warn the unwary that the purported

group-theoretical proof of this result in [S] is seriously flawed.) The key to our

approach is Theorem 2.3, which should remind the reader of the crucial step in
Fuch's proof of the summand theorem for torsion-free separable groups [F2].

We begin with an ad hoc definition which proves to be quite convenient for our

purposes.

Definition 2.1. A subgroup C of the mixed group G is said to be k-basic in

G provided it satisfies the following two conditions:

( 1 ) If C contains the primitive element x, then there is a evaluated co-

product C = (x)®D with C/C finite.
(2) If S is an arbitrary finite subset of C, then there are primitive elements

xx, ... , x„ contained in C such that A = (xx) © • • • © (x„) is a evaluated

coproduct with (S,A)/A finite.

Some useful elementary facts about subgroups that are Ac-basic are summa-

rized in our next proposition.

Proposition 2.2. (1) If C = 0,e/(x,) is a evaluated coproduct with each x, a

primitive element of the mixed group G, then C is k-basic in G.

(2) If the subgroup C is k-basic in G and if C/C is torsion, then C is

also k-basic in G.
(3) Let C be k-basic in G and suppose C contains the evaluated coproduct

(xx )©•••© (x„) where the x¡ 's are primitive elements. Then, for any finite subset

S of C, there exists primitive elements yx, ... , ym such that A = (xx ) © • ■ • ©

(xn) © (yi) © • • ■ © (ym) is a evaluated coproduct with (S, A)/A finite.

(4) If the subgroup C is k-basic in G and if C = (xx) © • • • © (x„) © B is a
evaluated coproduct where C/C is torsion and the x, 's are primitive elements,

then B is k-basic in G.

Proof. (1) Suppose C = 0,e/(x() is a evaluated coproduct where the x,'s

are primitive elements of G. That C satisfies the first defining property for

being Ac-basic follows from Proposition 1.3(4) with A = 0, whereas, the second

requisite property is trivial. Next observe that any subgroup of one that is Ac-

basic will inherit the condition (1) of Definition 2.1. So in proving (2) and (4),

we need only deal with the second condition of the definition. But in the case

of (2), that second condition is an immediate consequence of the fact that a

nonzero multiple of a primitive element is still primitive.

(3) Let S' = S\J{xi,... , x„} and choose primitive elements zx , ... , zk in

C so that A' = (zx) © • ■ • © (zk) is a *-valuated coproduct where (S', A')/A' is

finite. In particular, A' contains nonzero multiples x[, ... , x'n of xx, ... ,xn,

respectively. Then, by Corollary 1.4, there are primitive elements yx, ... , ym

such that A = (x\) © • • • © (x'„) © (yx) © • • • (ym) is a evaluated coproduct

with A'/A finite. Clearly (S,A)/A is finite and an application of the Seesaw

Lemma, Proposition 2.7 in [HM4], allows us to replace the x¡ 's by the x, 's.

(4) As noted above, it suffices to show that B satisfies part (2) of Definition

2.1. Let W = (xx) © • • • © (x„). Then by part (3) of this proposition, we have

primitive elements yx, ... , ym contained in C such that A = W©(yx)©• • • ©

(ym) isa *-valuated coproduct with (S,A)/A finite. By replacing the y,'s by

nonzero multiples of themselves, we may assume that they are all contained in
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C = W © B. Thus for each j, we can write y, = w¡ + b¡, where w¡ £ W

and bj £ B . Because both W © B and W © (yx) © • ■ • © (ym) are valuated

coproducts, it follows that ||y;|| = \\bj\\ for all j. Hence an application of

Proposition 1.3(2) shows that A = W@(bx)®---®(bm) isa *-valuated coproduct

with the bj's primitive elements. Since (S) ç B, (S, B')/B' is finite where

B' = (bx) © • • • © (bm) is the required *-valuated coproduct contained in B .

Theorem 2.3. Suppose C = A®B is a evaluated coproduct where the subgroup

C is k-basic in the group G and let x be a primitive element contained in C.

Then there is a evaluated coproduct C = (x') © (y) © A' © B' where C/C is

finite, A' ÇA, B' ç B, x' is a nonzero multiple of x and either y = 0 or else

y is a primitive element with \\y\\ ~ ||x||.

Proof. Write x = ao + bo, where ao £ A , bo £ B and let M = \\x\\. Since C is
Ac-basic in G, there is a positive integer ô such that Sao = rx+x2-\-\-xm+Wo

where (x) © (X2) © • • • © (xm) © (w0) is a evaluated coproduct, each x, is a

primitive element contained in C with ||x,|| ~ M and Wo £ G(M*). Then

abo = sx-(x2-\-(-xm + Wo) where s = ô-r. We first reduce consideration

to the case where r / 0 and 5 / 0.   If, for example, 5 = 0, then ôao =

ôx + x2-\-1- xm + wo and it follows, because of the two valuated coproducts

involved, that ||¿an|| = \\ôx\\ • Then, by Proposition 1.3(2), ôao is primitive and

therefore, since C is k-basic, there is a evaluated coproduct Cx = (ôao) © C2

with C/Cx finite. Thus we have *-valuated coproducts A n Cx = (ôao) © A'

and C = (ôao)®A'®B where C/C is finite because A/AnCx ~ (A + Cx)/Cx

is. From Proposition 1.3(2) again and the equation ôx = ôao + àbo , it follows

that C = (ôx)®A'@B , as desired. The case where r = 0 is, of course, similar.

In the more general situation where neither r nor 5 vanishes, neither a0 nor

bo will necessarily be primitive. Nonetheless we shall show that it is possible

to extract primitive elements a and b from A and B, respectively, such that

¡x'll = \\a' + b'\\ where the primed quantities are appropriate nonzero multiples

of the corresponding unprimed quantities. The primitive elements a and b

will determine the complements A' ç A and B' ç B , and Proposition 1.3 will

be applied to obtain the desired decomposition of the subgroup C . Towards
this end, let Xi = rx and, for i = 1, 2, ... , m, write x, = a¡ + b¡ where

a¡ £ A and b¡ £ B. Exploiting again the fact that C is Ac-basic in G (see

Proposition 2.2(3)), we form a *-valuated coproduct F = (xx) © ■ ■ • © (x„) © W

in C where n > m, each x, is primitive with ||x,|| ~ M, W is generated

by primitive elements not quasi-equivalent to M, and there is a fixed positive

integer k such that ka¡ £ F for i = 1, 2, ... , m. Since M < \\x¡\\ < \\a¡\\
whenever 1 < m, we may restrict W so that it is contained in G(M*) and

furthermore, replacing x by a multiple if necessary, we may assume also that

Wo £ IV. We now write for each i < m ,
n

(1) ka,= ^2 CijXj + w,:,
i=\

where each w¡ is in W and the c¡¡ 's are integers. Now note that bi-\-(- bm ,

the ß-component of Xi H-vxm = ôao~w0 , necessarily lies in G(M*)f)F = W

and therefore k(xx + ■ ■ ■ + xm) = Y!¡L\ Y!}=\ cuxj + w f°r some w £ IV.

Comparing coefficients of x; on either side of the equation, we conclude that

(2) Ac = cXj + c2j + --- + cmj
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holds for each j =1,2,..., m. The preceding equation will play an important

role in selecting the desired primitive element a £ A .

Since we are free to replace x by any nonzero multiple of itself, there is no

loss of generality in assuming that (Ô, r) = 1 and consequently that (r,s) =

1 . For technical reasons, it is more convenient to construct an appropriate

primitive element g in C having the desired a as its ^(-component rather

than constructing a directly. This construction will require a fixed finite set

A of primes that do not divide r, with A being precisely specified later. The

primitive element g will be chosen so as to satisfy the following condition:

(3) g = t(ôa0 - wo) + g' = cxxx + c2x2 + ■■■ + c„xn ,

where g' £ A + W and, for ail primes p G A, we have that (t, p) = 1,

\\g'\\p > \\Pg\\P , and \\g\\p = \\ôa0\\p = \\x\\p = \\cxxx\\p .
Observe that condition (3) is satisfied if we simply take g = ôao - wo =

xx + x2 H-+ xm , though this particular g need not necessarily be primitive.

To find a primitive g satisfying (3) it is helpful to introduce the set P consisting

of all those primes p for which there exists some a < oo such that ||pQXi ||p =

ll£a-X2||p = • • • = ||pQx„||p . Then for any element g satisfying (3), we take Q(g)

to consist of all those primes p £ P\A for which there exists an i < n such

that \\g\\p = ||c¡x,||p. Since P is cofinite in P, Q(g) is a finite set of primes

containing A. Moreover, by Proposition 1.3(3), g will be primitive provided

Q(g) U P = P. Therefore we may conclude that the desired primitive element

exists if we can show that whenever q is a prime not in Q(g) U P, there will

be a g satisfying (3) and such that QÇg) D Q(g) u {q}.
So suppose g satisfies (3) and that q is a fixed prime with q ^ Q(g)liP.

A little reflection leads to the conclusion that there is a nonempty subset J of

{1, 2, ... , m} and a y < œ such that H^x/I^ = H^x,-^ for all I, r £ J, and

\qaxi\q > \Qax¡\q / oo     for infinitely many a < a>

whenever I £ J, i < m, and i £ J.

Furthermore, replacing x by qyx , we may assume without loss of generality

that ||x/||? = \\xr\\q for all I, r £ J . Then write Ac = qJk', where (Ac', q) = 1 .

We first note that qj+x\cn whenever I £ J, i < m, and i £ J. Indeed if

qj+x \ Cu , then we would have

\qa+JXlU > \qacüx¡\q > \qaka,\q = \qa+Ja¡\ > \qa+Jx,\q

for all a < a> ; and this would contradict (4). Next observe that we have qj\c¡r

whenever I, r £ J because

\\kai\\q < \\c[rXr\\q = \\c¡rxi\\q < \\cirai\\q.

On the other hand, for a fixed r £ J, (2) implies that there must exist some

I £ J such that qj+x \ c¡r. But for this choice of /, r £ J, we have ||i?JX/||9 =

\\kx¡\\q < \\kai\\q < \\clrxr\\q = \\qixr\\q = \\qjxi\\q, that is,

(5) \\kx¡\\q = \\ka,\\q = \\ka, - w,\\q = \\clrxr\\q.

Exploiting the fact that \\ka¡ - w¡\\ ~ ||g||, we choose positive integers c and

ß such that (c, q) = 1 and the following two conditions hold:

(6) llfl^ll, > ||ííM-tl7/)||fl.
(7) W^kat-wiïWp^WpgWp   for all p£Q(g).
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Now let g = qP g + c(ka¡-w¡) = cxxx +c2x2-\-\-c„x„, where c, = q^c¡ + ccn

for 1 = 1,2,...,«. Since (c, q) = 1 and ||crxr|| > ||g||, it follows from (5)

and (6) that

(8) \\g\\q = \\ka, - w,\\q = \\qrXr\\q = \\crxr\\q.

On the other hand, if p £ Q(g) with ||g||p = ||c,x,||p, then (7) and ||c/,-x,-|| >

\\ka¡ - w¡\\ together imply that

(9) \\g\\p = MßS\\P = \\QßCiXi\\p = \\CiXi\\p.

Furthermore, ~g' = qßg' + c(ka¡ - w¡) is in A+W and if p e A, then (7)

yields

(10) US'||„ > WqVg'Wp A \\c(ka, - w,)\\p > \\pg\\p = \\pg\\P.

From (8), (9) and (10), we conclude that g satisfies (3) and Q(g) D Q(g)li{q} .
This completes the proof of the existence of a primitive element g as in (3). By

symmetry, given a finite set A' of primes not dividing s, we see upon taking

x[ = sx that there is a primitive element h in C satisfying the following

condition

(3') h = t'(ôb0 + w0) + h' = c[x{ + c'2x2 + ■■■ + c'nxn,

where h' £ B + W and, for ail primes p £ A', we have that (f, p) = 1,

IIA'II, > \\ph\\p, and HAH, = \\ôb0\\p = \\x\\p = ||c',xi||p .
Since C is Ac-basic in G we have a evaluated coproduct Cx = (g) © Dx

with C/Ci finite. Therefore there will exist integers d ^ 0 and I such that

(11) dôao = Xg + u,    where u£ üi.

Replacing x by a nonzero multiple of itself, we may also assume that (d, X) = 1

and coo £ Dx . A routine calculation shows that

(12) tig + dg' = dg + t(dcoo - u).

If p £ A and p\X, then (3), (12) and the fact that (g) © Dx is a valuated
coproduct imply that

'   \\x\\P = ||*||„ = ||d*||„ > \\tlg\\P a \\dg'\\p > \\pg\\p = \\px\\p,

that is, |x|p = oo . Hence we conclude that

(13) if p £ A and |x|p ^ oo, thenpf X and ||x||p = ||*||p.

Similarly, we have a evaluated coproduct C2 = (h)®D2 with C/C2 finite and

relatively prime integers e ^ 0 and /z such that

(IT) eôb0 = ßh + v ,    where v £ D2,

and

(13') ifp £ A' and |x|p ^ 00, then p \ß and ||x||p = \\h\\p.

We now specify A and A' by taking A = {p £ P: p|5} and A' = {p £
P: II^IIp 7e \\x\\p or p\X}n{p £ P: |x|p ^ 00}. Notice that, since (r, s) = 1, the
primes in A do not divide r and that A' is finite because ||g|| ~ ||x||. Clearly
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(14) 11^*11, = {

(13) implies that An A' = 0 and consequently primes in A' do not divide s .

Next we establish the following crucial fact:

\\eXg\\p    if pi A',

\\dfih\\p   ifpeA'.

Since ||x|| = ||a0||A||/Jo||, (11) and (11') imply that \\deôx\\ <\\eXg\\A\\dph\\.
Therefore (14) certainly holds for any prime p such that |x|p = oo. If p £ A'

and \x\p t¿ oo, then it follows from (13') that

\\deôx\\p < \\dph\\p = \\dx\\p < \\deôx\\p.

On the other hand, if p £ A' and |x|p ^ oc , then \\g\\p = \\x\\p , p \ X and

\\deôx\\p < \\eXg\\p = \\ex\\p < \\deôx\\p.

Thus ( 14) does indeed hold in all cases.

Our next problem is to prove that g can effectively be replaced by its A-

component. Write g = a + b', where a £ A and b' £ B. By (3), g £ A + W

and consequently V is in G(M*). In fact, we can show that b' £ G(||g||*).

Indeed since C is Ac-basic, replacing x by an appropriate nonzero multiple,

we can write b' = yx-\-hy, where the y, 's are primitive and (yx) ©• • • © (y;)

is a evaluated coproduct. Since each y, is a primitive element contained

in G(M*), ||y,|| * M. Finally ||g|| < ||6'|| < ||y,|| and ||y;|| *< \\g\\ imply that
y, £ G(||g||*) for each i, that is, V £ G(||g||*) as claimed. But then Proposition

1.3 (1) implies that a is primitive and also that ||a|| = ||g|| if x is replaced by

a suitable nonzero multiple of itself. Similarly, if h = a! + b where a! £ A and

b £ B, then we may assume that b is a primitive element with \\b\\ = \\h\\.
By once again replacing x by a nonzero multiple, we may further assume that

b' £ Cx = (g)®Dx and a' £ C2 = (h)®D2. Since, however, no nonzero multiple

of g or h can lie in G(M*), we actually have b' £ Dx and a' £ D2 . Therefore,

by Proposition 1.3(2), Cx = (a) ® Dx and C2 = (b) ® D2. A routine argument

shows that if A' = A n Dx and B' = BnD2, then C0 = (a) © (b) © A' ® B'
is a *-valuated coproduct with C/C0 finite. Moreover, by (11) and (11'), it

follows that dôao = Xa + u' and eôbo = pb + v', where u' £ A' and v' £ B'.

Thus

de ôx = (eXa + dpb) + (eu' + dv'),

and (14) implies that HízVóxH = \\eXa + dßb\\. But then, by Proposition 1.3(3),
z = eXa + dpb is primitive and consequently Proposition 1.3(4) yields a prim-

itive element y £ (a, b) such that C = (z) © (y) ® A' ® B' is a evaluated

coproduct with C/C finite. One further application of Proposition 1.3(2) gives

us the desired *-valuated coproduct C = (x1) ® (y) ® A' ® B' where x' = deôx

is a nonzero multiple of x .

Corollary 2.4. Suppose C = A® B is a evaluated coproduct where C is k-

basic in the mixed group G and A has finite rank. Then there is a finite rank

*-valuated coproduct A' = (zx) © ■■• © (zn) such that each z, is a primitive

element and A/A' is torsion.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the rank of A, and we may take A' = 0

when A has zero rank. When A is not torsion, the finiteness of its rank

insures that the maximum condition is satisfied for the quasi-equivalence classes

realized by the elements of A.  Consequently, A contains an element ííq of
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infinite order such that A n G(M*) = 0 where M = ||a0|| • Since C is a Ac-

basic in G, there is a positive integer ô such that ôao = *i H-h xm + wn

where (xj ) © •• • © (xm) © (izj0) is a *-valuated coproduct, each x, is a primitive

element contained in C with ||x;|| ~ M, and Wo £ G(M*). Taking A = 0,

the construction used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 yields a primitive element

g £ A + G(M*) with ||g|| ~ M. Then, as in the preceding proof, if g = a + b'

with a £ A and b' £ B, a is also primitive with ||a|| ~ M. Because C is

Ac-basic in G, we have a evaluated coproduct Cx = (a)®Dx with C/Cx finite.

Then clearly C = (a) © A' © B is a evaluated coproduct with C/C finite if

we take A' = A n Dx . Since C is Ac-basic in G by Proposition 2.2 (2), and

rank (A') < rank(^4), the desired conclusion follows by induction.

If H © K is a evaluated coproduct in G, then we say that the subgroup C

is quasi-splitting along H and K provided each element of C has finite order

modulo (CníOe(CnJs:).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose both H®K and C = 0°!i(x;) are evaluated coproducts

in G where the x, '5 are primitive and C is quasi-splitting along H and K.

Then for each positive integer n, there is a evaluated coproduct Cn = (yx) ®

■ • • © (y„) ® A„®Bn where C/Cn is torsion, An ç H, rank((C n H)/An) < n

and the elements yx, ... ,yn are nonzero multiples of xx, ... , x„, respectively.

Proof. First observe in Theorem 2.3 that the quotient group A/A' has rank at

most 1. By Proposition 2.2, C = (Cr\H)®(Cr\K) is Ac-basic in G. Applying
Theorem 2.3, we have a *-valuated coproduct Cx = (yx)®Ax®Bx where C'/Ci

is finite, yx is a nonzero multiple of xx, Ax ç CnH, and rank((Cf)H)/Ax) <
1. Thus the desired result holds for n = 1. Assume that Corollary 2.5 holds

for some integer n- 1 > 1, and let C„_i = (yx)®---®(yn-i)®A„-X ®Bn-X be

a evaluated coproduct with the requisite properties. Since C/Cn-i is torsion,

some nonzero multiple y„ of x„ lies in C„_i, say, y„ = z + a + b, where

z £ (yx, ... , y„_i), a £ An_x, and b £ Bn-X. Note that x = y„ - z lies in

D = An-X ® Bn_x and that ||x|| = ||y„|| A ||z|| = ||y„||. By Proposition 1.3(2)

and Proposition 2.2(4), x is primitive and D is Ac-basic in G. Replacing x
and y„ by nonzero multiples and applying Theorem 2.3 again, we may assume

that we have a *-valuated coproduct D' = (x) ®A„®B„ where D/D' is finite,

An Ç An_x, and rank(An-X/A„) < 1. Another application of Proposition 1.3(2)

yields the evaluated coproduct C„ = (yx) © • • • © (y„-i) © (yn) ® An® Bn . A

routine argument shows that C/Cn is torsion and that rank((C n H)/A„) <

I + rank((C n H)/An-X) < n .

Theorem 2.6. A direct summand of a k-group is itself a k-group.

Proof. Suppose G = H ® K is a Ac-group and let S be an arbitrary finite

subset of H. Since G is a Ac-group, there are primitive elements xx, ... , xn

in G such that F = (xx) ® ■ ■ ■ © (x„) is a *-valuated coproduct with (S, F)/F

finite. By repeated applications of Proposition 1.6(2), F can be enlarged to

a *-valuated coproduct C = ©^(x,), where all the x,'s are primitive and

C is quasi-splitting along H and K. (For the details of this construction,

see the proof of Theorem 3.7 in [HM3].) By Corollary 2.5, we have nonzero

multiples yx, ... ,yn of xx, ... , xn , respectively, and a *-valuated coproduct

C„ = F' ® An © B„ , where C/C„ is torsion, An ç H, rank((C n H)/An) < n ,
and F' = (yx, ... , yn). Clearly (S, F')/F' is also finite. Observe then that

C„ n H = A„ © A where A = H n (F1 ® Bn).  Moreover,  (S, A)/A is finite
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since S ç H, and rank(^) < n because A = (C„ n H)/A„. Notice that C„

too is quasi-splitting along H and K because C/Cn is finite, and therefore

C = (C„ n H) ®(CnnK) = A„®A® (C„ n K) is Ac-basic in G by Proposition
2.2(2). Thus Corollary 2.4 is applicable to yield a evaluated coproduct A' =

(zi)©-- -®(zm), where the z,'s are primitive and A/A' is torsion. Since H is

a direct summand of G, the elements z, are primitive as elements of H and

A' = (zi) © • •• © (zm) is a evaluated coproduct in H. Clearly (S, A')/A' is

still finite and we conclude that H is a Ac-group.

Corollary 2.7. A direct summand of k-group is a knice subgroup.

Proof. Suppose G = H ® K is a Ac-group. That H is knice subgroup of G

is an easy consequence of the fact that the complementary summand K is a

Ac-group.

In view of the preceding corollary, our next result may be viewed as a gener-

alization of Theorem 2.6.

Theorem 2.8. If H is a knice isotype subgroup of the k-group G, then H is

itself a k-group.

Proof. Let S be a finite subset of H and choose F = (xx) ® ■ ■■ ® (xn) exactly

as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. In order to apply the same argument as in

the earlier proof we require *-valuated coproducts H ® K and C = 0°!i(x,)

where the x, 's are primitive and C is quasi-splitting along H and K . Such

a C and K can be obtained by repeated applications of Proposition 1.6 (2);

and indeed the details of this construction are essentially as in the proof of

Theorem 4.8 in [HM3]. Then just as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 there is a

evaluated coproduct A' = (zx) ® ■ ■ ■ © (zm) ç H where the z, 's are primitive

and (S, A')/A1 is finite. That the z, 's are primitive as elements of H follows

from the fact that H is isotype in G (see Definition 1.1), and the fact that
A' = (zx) ©• • • © (zm) is still a *-valuated coproduct when viewed as a subgroup

of H depends on the primitivity of the z, 's.

Remark 2.9. Not surprisingly, the foregoing developments imply the following:

If H © K is a evaluated coproduct in the mixed group G and if H ® K is

k-basic in G, then the subgroup H is also k-basic in G. As noted before, any

subgroup of H®K will inherit condition (1) of Definition 2.1. Thus it remains

to show that each finite subset «S of H is finite modulo a *-valuated coproduct

(zi) © • • • © (zm) where the z, 's are primitive elements contained in H. But

this is substantially established in the proof of Theorem 2.6 since the fact that

H ® K is Ac-basic in G is enough to allow, within the subgroup H © K, the

construction of subgroups F and C with the requisite properties.

Theorem 2.10. If the mixed group G contains a decomposition basis, then so

does any direct summand of G.

Proof. Let G = H®K and suppose X is a decomposition basis for G. We may

assume that X is infinite since the finite rank case is covered by Theorem 2.6.

Let A = (X) and take Ao = 0. By a straightforward back-and-forth argument,

A is the union of a smooth chain (Aa)a<M where each Aa is generated by a

subset of X and is quasi-splitting along H and K , and furthermore Aa+X/An

is countable for each a < p . The chief problem in completing the proof is to

exhibit, for each a, a countable subgroup Ca of H such that
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(i) Ca is Ac-basic in G,

(ii) (Aa n H) © Ca is a evaluated coproduct, and

(hi) (Aa+i n H)/((Aa C\H)® Ca) is torsion.

If such Ca 's can be found, then clearly C = 0a</i Ca will be a *-valuated

coproduct with H/C torsion. But since each Ca is countable and Ac-basic

in G, repeated applications of Proposition 2.2(3) insure that there exists a

collection (x,),e/a of primitive elements such that Ba = 0¡e/ (x,) is a *-

valuated coproduct with Ca/Ba torsion. Therefore, taking / = (Ja<„Ia, (xi)iei

is a decomposition bases of H.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.10, we must show how the desired

Ca 's are constructed. First, for a given a, write Aa+X = Aa © Da where

Da is generated by an appropriate subset of X. Next choose D'a maximal

in Da with respect to satisfying the condition (Aa n H) © (Aa n K) ® D'a C

(Aa+X C\H) © (Aa+X n A"). Routine arguments show that both Da/D'a and

((Aa+X n //) © (¿a+1 n K))/((Aa n //) © (¿a n K) © zyj

are torsion groups. Now set Ca = (Aa+X n H) n [(Aa Ci K) ® D'a]. Clearly

(Aa n H) ® Ca is a *-valuated coproduct and it is a simple matter to see that

(Aa+iC\H)/((Aar\H)®Ca) is also torsion. Finally, it is evident that Ca is count-

able since Aa+i/Aa is, and the fact that Ca is Ac-basic in G is a consequence

of Proposition 2.2 and two applications of Remark 2.9.

3. Axiom 3 and Warfield groups

A mixed group G is said to satisfy Axiom 3 with respect to knice subgroups

if there exists a collection W of knice subgroups of G possessing the following

properties:

(0)  Oef.
( 1 )   fê is closed with respect to arbitrary group unions.

(2) If C £ W and if S is an arbitrary countable subset of G, then there is

a countable subgroup A containing S such that C + A belongs to ^.

We shall say that G satisfies Griffith's version of Axiom 3 [G] with respect to

knice subgroups provided there exists a collection W of knice subgroups of G

with properties (0) and (2) above and also the following weakened version of

condition (1):
(1')  W is closed with respect to unions of chains.

That summands of Ac-groups are also Ac-groups, Theorem 2.6, is crucial to our

next result, and consequently this fact about Ac-groups plays an indispensable

role in our Axiom 3 characterization of global Warfield groups.

Theorem 3.1. If the mixed group G satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to knice sub-

groups, then so does any direct summand.

Proof. Suppose that G = H ® K and let W be an Axiom 3 family of knice

subgroups of G. We then take £?' to consist of all subgroups A of H for which

there corresponds afie? such that B = A ® (B n K). It is well documented

(see Lemma 81.5 in [F3]) that W satisfies conditions (0), (1), (2) above, and

therefore it remains only to show that the members of 8" are knice subgroups

of H. That each A £ W is a nice subgroup of G follows from Proposition 1.11

in [HM4] and niceness in H is then evident since H is an isotype subgroup
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of G. Suppose A £ W and B = A © (B n K) is in W. Then obviously
G/B^H/A®K/(BnK) and, by Theorem 2.6, H/A isa Ac-group since G/B is.
Notice furthermore that if x e H, then ||x-l-5||G/B = ||x-M||C/¿ = ||x-M||///,4.
Consequently an application of Proposition 1.7 establishes the fact that A is a

knice subgroup.

We are now in position to prove the main theorem of this paper, an omnibus

result establishing a variety of characterizations of global Warfield groups. Each

item in the next theorem, of course, generalizes some well-known characteriza-

tion of totally projective groups.

Theorem 3.2. For an arbitrary mixed group G, the following conditions are

equivalent:

(i)   G satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to knice subgroups.

(ii)   G satisfies Griffith's version of Axiom 3 with respect to knice subgroups.

(hi)   G is the union of a smooth well-ordered chain (Ga)a<x of nice subgroups

such that Go = 0 and, for each a, either Ga+X/Ga is cyclic of prime

order or else Ga+X = Ga © (xa) is a valuated coproduct in G with xa

an element of infinite order.

(iv)   G is sequentially pure projective.

(v)   G is a direct summand of a simply presented group.

(vi)   G has a decomposition basis and satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to nice

subgroups.

Proof. It is, of course, trivial that (i) implies (ii). Now assume that (ii) is

satisfied with W a family of knice subgroups enjoying properties (0), (1'), (2).

Let (gß)ß<ß be a well ordering of the elements of G. It is obvious that there is

a smooth chain of subgroups Aß £ W, gß £ Aß+X , and Aß+X/Aß is countable.
We, however, need to place further restrictions on the Aß 's, namely, we wish

to associate with each Aß a countable subset Yß of primitive elements such

that A'ß = Aß ® (Ç&y€Y (y)) is a *-valuated coproduct with Aß+X/A'g torsion.

The achievement of this further restriction on the transition from Aß to Aß+X

involves a routine back-and-forth argument in which one repeatedly utilizes

condition (2) for W and Proposition 1.6(2), with Aß+X obtained via condition

(1') by taking the union of an ascending sequence of members of W that arise

in the aforementioned back-and-forth construction. The final step, in showing

that (hi) is a consequence of (ii), is to refine the Aß 's to obtain the Ga 's in

such a fashion that, when a is a limit ordinal, Ga equals some Aß . In the

intercalation between GQ = Aß and Ga+(0 = Aß+X, we need to avail ourselves

of Proposition 1.6(1) and the Seesaw Lemma, Proposition 2.7 of [HM4].

Next we prove that (iii) implies (iv). Assume then that 0-t^ß-^C-tO

is a sequentially pure short exact sequence and that 6: G —> C is an epi-

morphism. We shall use the GQ 's to construct inductively a homomorphism

n : G -* B such that on = 6. Indeed suppose we have already constructed

a homomorphism na: Ga —> B such that, for all g £ Ga, ona(g) = 6(g),

and ||g||g < ||?Ta(£)||fi- First consider the case where Ga+X/Ga is cyclic of

order p. Since Ga is a nice subgroup of G, there is an element xa £ Ga+X

such that Ga+X = (xa, Ga) and |xa|p > |xa + g\p for all g £ Ga. Then

select b £ B so that a(b) = 6(xa) and \\b\\B = ||f?(xa)||c > \\xa\\G = M. Be-
cause pb - na(pxa) £ Kerer n B(pM) = p(A(pM)), there is an a £ A(M)
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such that p(b - p(a)) = na(pxa). Take y = b - p(a) and observe that

o(y) = 6(xa), \\y\\B > \\xa\\a, and na(pxa) = py. Since the elements z of

Ga+X are uniquely representable in the form z = Acxa-l-g where 0 < k < p and

g £ GQ , we obtain a homomorphism na+x : Ga+X -> B extending na by defin-

ing na+x(z) = ky + na(g). Clearly then ona+x(z) = 6(z) for all z e Ca+X.

Moreover ||z||G < ||na+1(z)||fi because ||pz||G < \\na(pz)\\B = ||7ta+i(pz)||B

and \na+x(z)\p > \ky\p A \na(g)\p > \kxa\p A \g\p = \kxa + g\p = \z\p. It

remains to consider the case where Ga+X = Ga © (xQ) is a valuated coprod-

uct. In this instance we need only choose y £ B so that o(y) = 6(xa) and

\\yh = l|0(xa)||c > \\xa\\G and define na+x : Ga+X -» B by taking

na+x(kxa + g) = ky + na(g)

whenever Ac is an integer and g £ Ga. Obviously na+x is a homomorphism

extending na. Moreover, for all z = kxa + g in Ga+X, ona+x(z) = 0(z)

and ||Äa+1(z)||a = \\ky + na(g)\\B > \\ky\\B A ||7ra(g)||B > ||Acxa||G A \\g\\G =

\\kxa + g\\a = \\z\\g-
The fact that (iv) implies (v) is due to Warfield [W] and we shall merely sketch

his proof. Take B to be the abelian group generated by X = G subject only

to those relations of the form nx = y and nx = 0 that happen to hold in G.

Then B is simply presented and there is an epimorphism a: B —> G induced

by the correspondence x -> x. One checks that the associated short exact

sequence 0 -» Ker <t->.Z?-^G->0 is sequentially pure and then concludes, by
the hypothesis, that G is isomorphic to a direct summand of B.

We now prove that (v) implies (i). By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show

that each simply presented mixed abelian group G satisfies Axiom 3 for knice

subgroups. Recall that if G is a simply presented mixed group, then G =

0,€/ G, where each G, is rank 1 and simply presented [W]. Moreover, by a

standard argument (see Lemma 81.5 of [F3]) it is readily seen that G = 0l£/ G,

will satisfy Axiom 3 for knice subgroups provided each G, does. Thus we have

reduced the proof to the situation where G is a rank 1 simply presented group,

in which case there is an element x of infinite order such that G/(x) is a

simply presented torsion group [W]; that is, G/(x) satisfies Axiom 3 for nice

subgroups. Clearly then G is a Ac-group and x is a primitive element. If ^

consists of 0 and all the subgroups A such that the quotients A/(x) form an

Axiom 3 collection of nice subgroups of G/(x), then the members of W are

knice by Proposition 1.6(4) and consequently G satisfies Axiom 3 for knice

subgroups.

We have thus far skipped (vi) in our cycle of implications. But notice that the

xa 's that occur in the statement of (hi) obviously form a decomposition basis

for G = (ja</l Ga. Since (i) implies (hi), we know that condition (vi) holds

for any mixed group G that satisfies Axiom 3 with respect to knice subgroups.

Finally, we show that (vi) implies (ii). Assume that X is a decomposition basis

for the mixed group G and let & be a family of nice subgroups of G that

satisfies conditions (0), (1), and (2) above. We say that subgroups A and B

of G are locally compatible (and we write A\\B) provided, for each prime p
and each ordinal a, (A + B) f)paG = (A npaG) + (B npaG). Now take W to

consist of all subgroups A of G that satisfy the following three conditions:

(a) A is a pure subgroup of G with A £ W.

(b) A\\F where F = (X).
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(c) A/(XA) is torsion where XA = X r\A.

We claim that 9" is a family of knice subgroups of G that satisfies conditions

(0), (1'), and (2). It is clear, of course, that W satisfies (0) and (1'). To

see that the members of §" are knice subgroups of G it suffices to show that,

for each A e %"', A © (YA) is a *-valuated coproduct where YA = X\XA . In

fact, since A/(XA) is torsion and F = (XA) ® (YA) is a *-valuated coproduct,

we need only prove that A® (YA) is a valuated coproduct. But this is an easy

consequence of condition (b) and the fact that F = Ç$xeX(x) is a valuated

coproduct. The proof that the family W satisfies condition (2) requires some

further notions. Recall that a subgroup H of G is said to be separable (in

the sense of Hill) if for each g £ G there is a countable subset (hn)n<w of H

satisfying the following condition: for h £ H there is a corresponding n such

that \g + h\ < \g + hn\. The proof of Theorem 3.1 in [HM6] is easily adapted to
establish the following fact: If F = (X) where X is a decomposition basis for

G, then F is separable in G. Since F is separable in G, each countable subset

S of G is contained in some countable subgroup A with A\\F . Indeed A can

be chosen to satisfy the following stronger condition: If 5 is an abstract height,

then (A + F) n G(s) = (An G(s)) + (Fn G(s)) where G(s) = {x £ G: \x\ > s}.
(See the proof of Lemma 5.3 in [HM6].) To pass beyond the countability

limitations of the construction of an A with A\\F , we need the following easily

proved observation: If A is a pure and knice subgroup of G with A\\F and

if B/A\\(F + A)/A, then B\F. (Notice that Corollary 1.10 is crucial to the
proof.) In order to exploit this last observation, one needs to note that when

A satisfies conditions (a), (b), and (c), then (F + A)/A is separable in G/A

because (x + A)xeyA is a decomposition basis by Remark 1.8. Combining

these observations concerning separability and local compatibility with the fact

that every countable extension of a pure subgroup A is contained in a pure
subgroup B with B/A countable, one can show by a straightforward back-and-

forth argument that W does indeed satisfy condition (2). This completes the

proof of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.3. Let G be a mixed group of cardinality N) . Then G isa Warfield

group if and only if there is a collection fê of knice subgroups of G that satisfies

the following three conditions:

(0) 0e?.
(1")  if Z5 closed under the union of countable ascending chains.

(2') Each countable subset of G is contained in some countable member of

%.

Proof. Since |G| = Wx , it is routine to extract a well-ordered chain ?'c?

such that 9" U {G} is a family of knice subgroups of G satisfying the requisite

conditions (0), (1), and (2) of an Axiom 3 family.

Corollary 3.4. If H is an isotype knice subgroup of the mixed group G with

G/H countable, then H is a direct summand of G.

Proof. By Proposition 1.9, H is sequentially pure in G and G/H isa Ac-group.

Since Theorem 3.2, howver, implies that countable Ac-groups are sequentially

pure projective, the desired conclusion follows.
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4. Subgroups of Warfield groups

The Axiom 3 characterization of Warfield groups provides a tool for the

study of isotype subgroups of simply presented groups having the potential to

yield results not accessible by any of the other known characterizations of these

groups. Illustrations, in more specialized contexts, of such results may be found

in [HM1, HM2, HM6, HM7, H2 and HLM]. Since we plan to deal further with
such applications in subsequent publications, we limit ourselves here to the

following result.

Theorem 4.1. If H is an isotype knice subgroup of the Warfield group G with

\G/H\ < Ki, then H itself is a Warfield group.

In view of Proposition 1.9, this theorem says that a Ac-group of cardinality N i

has sequentially pure projective dimension < 1. The corresponding theorems

for p-groups and torsion-free groups appear in [FH and DR], respectively. We

shall require a couple of preliminary lemmas before we can prove the theorem

above.

Lemma 4.2. Let H be an isotype knice subgroup of the mixed group G. If A

is a knice subgroup of G with A ç H, then A is a knice subgroup of H.

Proof. First we show that H/A is a knice subgroup of G/A. Actually H/A

satisfies the strong version of niceness in G/A, that is, pa((G/A)/(H/A)) =

(pa(G/A) + (H/A))/(H/A) for all primes p and all ordinals a. Indeed this
follows from Corollary 1.10 and the proof of Lemma 79.3 in [F3]. That part (2)
of Definition 1.5 holds for H/A follows from Remark 1.8. Next we show that

H/A is isotype in G/A . Suppose, for some prime p and some ordinal a, that

x + A £ pa(G/A) where x £ H. By Proposition 1.7, there is a positive integer

n and an element a in A such that ||«x + a||G = ||zzx + A\\G/A . Let n = p'm

where (m, p) = 1. Then, since A is a nice subgroup of G, mx is in paG + A

and therefore there is an a' £ A such that h = mx + a' £ paG n H = paH.

Thus mx + A is in pa(H/A) and hence x + A £pa(H/A) because (m,p) = 1.

It now follows from Theorem 2.8 that H/A is a Ac-group. It remains to show

that A satisfies, relative to H, conditions (2) and (3) of Proposition 1.7. That

A is a nice subgroup of H follows easily from the fact that A is nice in G

and H is an isotype subgroup. Condition (3) of Proposition 1.7 holds for A

and H because H/A is isotype in G/A and this condition is satisfied for A

and G.
We say that the subgroups A and H of the mixed group G are strongly

compatible provided, for each height matrix M, (A+H)nG(M) = (AnG(M))+
(Hn G(M)). An equivalent formulation is that for each pair (a, h) £ A x H

there exists an element a' £ An H such that ||a' + h\\ > \\a + h\\.

Lemma 4.3. Let H be an isotype knice subgroup of the mixed group G. If A

is a knice subgroup of G such that each finite subset of (A + H)/H is torsion

modulo a subgroup that is k-basic in G/H and the subgroups A and H are

strongly compatible, then An H is a knice subgroup of G.

Proof. We shall demonstrate that An H satisfies the three requisite conditions

of Proposition 1.7. In doing so, we will need to exploit the fact that A and

H are strongly compatible in three separate contexts. But in each instance

we will have elements a £ A and h £ H, and we will choose ax £ A and
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hx £ H such that ax - hx = a - h and ||ai|| A \\hx\\ > \\a - h\\. To show that
An H is a nice subgroup of G, we assume that x + (An H) £ pa(G/A n H)

and px £ paG + (An H) where p is an arbitrary prime and a an ordinal.

Since H and A are both nice in G, we can write x = zx+h = z2 + a where

zi, z2 £ paG, a £ A , and h £ H. Then with ax and hx chosen as above, we

have hx £paG and therefore x = (zx+hx) + (a-ax) where zx+hx is in paG

and a - ax = h - hx £ An H. Thus, A n H is also nice in G. Next we show

that condition (3) of Proposition 1.7 holds for A n H. Given g £ G there

is, since A is a knice subgroup of G, a positive integer n such that x = ng

satisfies ||x + .4|| = ||x + a|| for some appropriate a £ A. But then, because H

is sequentially pure in G, there is an h £ H with ||x + A|| = ||x + H\\. Again

choosing ax and hx as above, we maintain that a - ax = h - hx is an element

of A n H such that

||x + (a- ax)\\ = \\x + (An H)\\ = \\x + A\\ = ||x + H\\.

Indeed this follows from the observation that ||#i|| h\\hx\\ > \\a-h\\ > ||x + a||A

||x + h\\ and therefore

\\x + (a-ax)\\> (\\x + a\\ A ||a, ||) A (||x + h\\ A \\hx \\)

= ||x + A\\ A ||x + H\\ > \\x + (A n H)\\.

That G/(A nH) is a Ac-group depends on the structure of (A + H)/H as a

subgroup of G/H and the crucial fact that the canonical isomorphism between

(A + H)/H and A/(AnH) preserves height matrices as computed in G/H and

G/(A n H), respectively; that is, ||a + H\\ = \\a + (An H)\\ for all a £ A . To
substantiate this latter claim, we utilize the fact that H is sequentially pure in

G to choose an h £ H such that ||a - h\\ = \\a + H\\. Once more select ax and
hx as in the preceding paragraph. Then (hx - h) £ A n H and

\\a + H\\ = \\a-h\\ = \\a-h\\A\\hx\\ < \\a + (hx -h)\\ < \\a + (AnH)\\ < \\a + H\\.

As a consequence of this preservation of height matrices, a subgroup Ac-basic

in G/H and contained in (A + H)/H will map canonically to a subgroup

Âc-basic in G ¡(A n H), and hence A/(A n H) inherits from (A + H)/H the
property of finite subsets being torsion modulo a subgroup that is Ac-basic. Now

to complete the proof that G ¡(A nH) is a Ac-group, we select an arbitrary

finite subset S of G ¡(A n H) and then pick a finite subset S of G mapping

onto it under the natural projection from G onto G/(A n H). Since A is

a knice subgroup of G, there are primitive elements xx, ... , xm in G such

that S is finite modulo the evaluated coproduct A © (xx) © • • • © (xm). But

then, by Remark 1.8, the x, + (A n H)'s are primitive in G/(A n H) and

(A/(A n //)) © (xi + (A n H)) © • • • © (xm + (A n H)) is a evaluated coproduct.

Finally, taking advantage of the structure of A/(AnH), we can select primitive

elements yx + (A n H), ... , yn + (A n H) of G/(A n H) where the y, 's are in

A and 5" is finite modulo the *-valuated coproduct

(yx + (A n //))©•■• © (y„ + (An H)) ® (xx + (An H)) ® ■■ ■ ® (xm + (An H)).

We are now in position to prove Theorem 4.1. First note that we may assume

without loss of generality that |G| = Ni ; the point here is the Schanuel's trick

is available since sequential purity is preserved under the pullback construction

and direct summands of Warfield groups are, of course, Warfield groups. Next
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we observe, since G/K is a Ac-group of cardinality of most N i, that G/K is

the union of a family 3 of countable subgroups satisfying the following two

conditions:

( 1 ) Each member of 3 has the property that its finite subsets are torsion

modulo a subgroup that is Ac-basic in G/H.

(2) 0 £ 3 and 3 is closed under the union of countable ascending chains.

Indeed, taking advantage of Proposition 1.6(2), the construction of 3 is sub-

stantially that given in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.4 in [HM3].

Then, by Corollary 3.3, we also see that G is the union of a family %? of count-

able subgroups satisfying the following two conditions:

(3) Each member of ^ is a knice subgroup of G.

(4) 0 £ 3 and ^ is closed under the union of countable ascending chains.

Utilizing the fact that H is sequentially pure in G, one easily adapts the proof

of Lemma 5.3 in [HM6] to prove the following:

(5) Each countable subset of G is embeddable in a countable subgroup A

with A and H strongly compatible.

With these preliminaries disposed cf, we introduce the family fê' consisting of

those subgroups A of G that satisfy (i) A and H are strongly compatible, (ii)

A £(ë and (iii) (A + H)/H is in 3. A routine interlacing, back-and-forth

argument exploiting (2), (4), and (5) shows that 9" is closed under the union

of countable ascending chains and that G is the union of the subgroups in %?'.

Therefore the family W n H = {An H: A £ W} enjoys the same properties

relative to H. Once we establish the fact that each subgroup in WnH is knice

in H, then Corollary 3.3 will imply that H is Warfield group. But if A £ fê',
then An H is knice in G by Lemma 4.3 and thus knice in H by Lemma 4.2.
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